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News 

Economy 

Indian Beliefs and Superstitions 
 

No matter which part of the world you tour, 
you will find certain beliefs & superstitions. 
India is no exception in this case. There are 
many people who are still superstitious and 
have a strong faith in the local beliefs.  
 
The standard viewpoint is that most of the 
Indian beliefs and values have sprung with an 
objective to protect from evil spirits, but some 
were based on scientific reasoning. With the 
passage of time, the reasoning part behind the origin of these 
cultural beliefs and superstitions got eroded. However, in reality,
there are many such beliefs in the Indians culture which are 
absolutely absurd and have no logic behind them.  
 
Many of the traditional superstitions in India are connected with 
animals, birds and reptiles. For instance, seeing an elephant when 
one is leaving for a journey is considered lucky, because an 
elephant represents Lord Ganesha, the Indian God who is the
harbinger of good luck and removes obstacles. Similarly, other
auspicious signs could be cawing of a black crow in one's house, as 
it forecasts the arrival of guests. Seeing a peacock on a journey is 
considered lucky, but hearing its shrill sound is bad. Indians feel 
happy if a sparrow builds a nest in a new house because it signals 
good fortune. 
 
Even the daily life of Indians is governed by beliefs and 
superstitions. For example, Monday is not an auspicious day for 
shaving & Thursday is a bad day for washing one's hair. Hiccups 
indicate someone is thinking of you, Twitching of the eye is highly 
inauspicious, eating curd with jaggery before going for any 
important work is lucky, giving or taking anything with the left
hand is not good etc…etc…. 
 
While some of these beliefs are quite hilarious, few others are 
really interesting, as many aspects of life are linked to them. Few 
beliefs even find their way into the Indian religious texts and 
scriptures. 
 

“Knowledge can only be got in one way,
the way of experience; there is no
other way to know”  

 

– Swami Vivekananda (Jan 12, 1863–Jul 4, 1902) 

 
Business agreements: India announces sops
for Africa +info India, Australia to start talks on
FTA next month +info India signs pact with
Ethiopia to avoid double taxation +info India,
Uzbekistan sign over 30 agreements +info 

Pharma: Domestic drug makers set to invoke compulsory licensing 
route by June +info Drug approvals halt as regulator puts in new 
clearance system +info 

 
Infrastructure: Government to award 10,000-
km road projects in 2011-12 +info Infra 
projects to turn costlier with sub-contractors to 
pay service tax +info Morgan Stanley fund to 

invest $200 million in India road JV with Spain's Grupo Isolux 
Corsan +info Six NE States get CCEA approval for US$ 301.38 
million worth road project +info 

 
Telecommunication: 9 million users connect to 
3G in 4 months +info BSNL in tower-sharing 
talks with leading private operators +info
BSNL, MTNL may get Rs 3,000-cr aid 
from government +info Finance Ministry asks 

DoT to auction more spectrum this year +info 

Agriculture: Food Minister wants organized retail to buy directly 
from farmers +info Rawat favours FDI in agricultura +info 

Inflation: Food inflation surges to month high of 8.55% +info 

Tax: Tax liabilities for Liaison Office carrying commercial activities
+info 

GDP: India GDP figures set to show growth above 8% +info  
 
Did you know that… 
… all of India is under a single time zone? +info 

Automotive: Luxury cars to 
become costlier as major 
carmakers will soon raise prices of 
cars assembled in India +info 
Mercedes planning to bring smaller 
cars to India +info Aston Martins, Bugattis zoom along upcountry 
highways +info Ferrari opens first India showroom +info Scania 
to up India presence +info 

Aerospace: Advanced GSAT-8 satellite launched successfully 
+info 

Finance: Change in forex derivatives hedging rules may hit banks 
+info Finance minister clears seven projects worth Rs 7,554 cr 
under PPP +info  

 
FDI: Government partially opens LLPs to 
foreign investments +info FDI proposals 
worth Rs 1,027 cr cleared +info Foreign 
investors and PEs may not be able to exit 
easily +info RBI eases overseas investment norms +info 

Norms and regulations: Foreign firms in JVs get full freedom
+info Competition Commission of India eases merger and 
acquisition rules +info Uniform STT proposed in revamp of Stamp 
Duty Act +info  

 
Import-Export: Some tightening on
project imports +info April exports up 34% at 
$24 bn +info DEPB scheme may get another 
lease of life +info India may not continue to 
get sops under EU’s new trade scheme +info 

 

 
Upcoming Events   

 

Coming trade exhibitions:   
Trade fairs for June 2011 +info 
 

 
Renewable energy: GE to introduce 660, 
800 MW steam turbines in India +info 
NHPC, Russia’s JSC RusHydro sign pact for 
hydro projects +info Gamesa Wind Turbines 
bags $2 bn order from Caparo Energy 
+info US keen to explore solar energy options in Punjab +info 

 
 
CASE STUDY:  
GAMESA’s successful set up in India 
+info 
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